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How Financial Planners Actually Market Their Services
Executive Summary
- Marketing is a crucial element of growing and
sustaining an advisory business. Unfortunately, little
data is available to actually help guide decision
making related to the most or least effective marketing
strategies for financial advisors.
- This study affirms that client referrals (used by 93%
of advisors) are the most common marketing strategy,
followed by Centers of Influence (COIs) (60%),
general networking (47%), social media (42%), and
client appreciation events (36%). Other strategies are
used by roughly 30% of advisors or less.
- Client Acquisition Costs (CACs) help inform how
much marketing spend is required to acquire a new
client. Based on typical Lifetime Client Values
(LCVs) of advisory clients which may be $10s of
thousands (as clients may pay thousands of dollars per
year for, literally, decades), CACs of $10,000 or more
can often be profitable, so long as firms have the
capital needed to fund client acquisition under the
costs are recovered with ongoing fees and services.
- In the aggregate, financial advisors spend an average
of $519 in hard-dollar marketing costs to obtain a new
client. However, advisors also incur a substantial
additional cost, in the form of their opportunity cost of
time for time-intensive marketing strategies (e.g.,
networking, or developing COIs). When considering
hard-dollar and time cost, the average client
acquisition cost of a financial advisor is $3,119.
- Individual advisor marketing activities have a wide
range of CACs, ranging from $390 (client referrals) to
$12,088 (using a marketing consultant). Though many
advisors fail to generate any clients from a particular
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marketing strategy, with failure rates ranging from 4%
(client referrals) to 80% (creating a firm brochure).
Aggregate industry CACs (that incorporate both
successful and unsuccessful advisors) ranged from $338
(search engine optimization) to $25,403 (marketing
consultants). Average annual revenue per client
generated by various marketing strategies ranged from
$409 (books) to $15,737 (COIs).
- Standout advisor marketing strategies from an
efficiency perspective (revenue generated relative to $1
spend amongst top advisors) included client referrals,
writing a book, direct mail, paying for third-party
website listings, and cultivating relationships with COIs.
Low-risk strategies (that succeeded even for poorlyperforming advisors) include client referrals, COIs, paid
advertising, paying for third-party website listings,
seminar marketing, and paying third-party solicitors.
The worst performing strategies included social media,
blogging, drip marketing strategies, and engaging a
marketing consultant.
- Advisors report greatest satisfaction with client
referrals, custodial referrals, COIs, radio, solicitors, and
seminars as marketing strategies, though notably quality
of leads was more strongly correlated with advisor
satisfaction (r = .95) than quantity of leads (r = .85) or
the actual marketing efficiency of the strategy (r = .62).
- Significant disconnects exist between intended advisor
marketing strategies, and their effectiveness. Advisors
indicated growing interest in video and social media
(despite poor efficacy scores), and a decreased interest
in paying to be listed on third-party websites and
solicitors (despite high efficacy).
- CFP professionals show significant improvements in
marketing efficiency for referral-based strategies (e.g.,
client referrals, centers of influence, paid web listings,
and even SEO) than non-CFPs, who rely more on
broad-based marketing strategies like online ads,
educational events, or paying third-party solicitors.
- Having a written marketing plan shows remarkably
little impact on advisor marketing results, but is
correlated to advisor satisfaction with marketing,
suggesting that many advisors may have unrealistic
expectations of results for their marketing strategies.
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Introduction
Marketing is a crucial element of growing and
sustaining an advisory business. Whether advisors are
highly intentional in their approach and use a
marketing plan to help guide their actions, or less
intentional and just adopt strategies that they suspect
will work, one way or another advisors need to engage
in marketing activities that will bring in new clients.
Unfortunately, many financial advisors fail to adopt a
formal marketing plan, perhaps in large part because
there is a lot of conflicting information available on
advisor marketing and little data to actually help guide
decision making. Historically, the overwhelmingly
most common “marketing strategy” was simply to
grow passively via client referrals, even though it’s
not really clear that this is a best practice rather than
simply the only practice many advisors adopt in
absence of any other proactive marketing strategies.
While practice management benchmarking studies
such as the one conducted by InvestmentNews
(formerly Moss Adams) have consistently shown that
advisors spend between 1.5% and 2.0% of revenues
on marketing—which is quite low relative to other
industries—few studies have ever actually analyzed
advisor marketing strategies in-depth, including
identifying how much it truly costs to acquire a client
(once you account for both direct marketing costs, and
the indirect cost of the advisor’s own time), which
strategies are most efficient and effective from a total
cost perspective, financial advisor satisfaction with
various marketing strategies, and advisor intentions to
increase or decrease the use of various marketing
strategies in the future.
To fill the void… earlier this year, we conducted a
Kitces Research study on the marketing strategies of
financial advisors. Participation was strong, and over
800 financial advisors provided detailed insight into
their marketing activities – including information
needed to estimate true client acquisition costs,
detailed information about the total cost (both time
and dollar costs) of engaging in various marketing
strategies, and which strategies are generating the
most new clients for financial advisors.
And in this issue of The Kitces Report, we present the
results of our marketing study, including details such
as how the use of marketing strategies vary by
business model and industry channel, the cost of
marketing strategies once you impute an advisor’s
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time cost, which strategies are preferred by advisors,
and what strategies advisors intend to use more (or less)
in the future.

Participants In The Kitces Research
Marketing Study
Given our unique readership at Kitces.com, our sample
focuses on a very advice-centric/planning-centric
advisor base. Which means our results are not
necessarily representative of all “financial advisors” of
various types and business models, but should be a
decent representation of people who are in the business
of trying to actually get paid, by whatever compensation
model, for financial (planning) advice itself.
The average age of an advisor in our study was slightly
younger than the overall industry average (at 48 years
old). In addition, the participants in this study not
surprisingly included a greater proportion of CFP
professionals than the advisory industry as a whole
(62% held the CFP designation, compared to only about
26% of all “financial advisors”), and were more RIAcentric than the overall advisory industry (61% were
solely affiliated with an RIA and held no BD or
insurance affiliation).
On the other hand, most other demographic
characteristics of our advisor sample were consistent
with the advisory industry as a whole. Respondents
were predominantly male (80%, which is consistent
with CFP Board’s demographics that only 23% of CFP
certificants are female), and predominantly white
(91%). Other racial/ethnic categories represented
included Asian (3%), Hispanic (2%), black (1%), and
other (4%).
Nonetheless, it’s important to recognize that our sample
likely varied from the industry in other ways that are
hard to capture in summary demographics. Most
notably, our survey was drawn primarily from the
Nerd’s Eye View readership. Thus, given the depth of
the content itself on Kitces.com, our survey reflects
views of advisors who are generally very serious about
their craft and like to read content that goes deep into
financial planning topics.
Still, though, we believe this survey can provide very
useful insight into the practices of successful financial
planners who are primarily in the business of financial
advice itself, particularly because those who self-select
into reading content such as ours are likely to be the
most diligent and focused of financial planners, and the
most likely to be committed to growing their business in
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a manner that aligns with advice-centric fiduciary
principles.
Therefore, though our survey may not be perfectly
representative of the broader financial services
industry, we do believe that it is representative of the
types of advisors at the forefront of the financial
planning profession. And by virtue of the fact that you
(a reader of our content) may share commonalities
with our readership as a whole (e.g., a deep
commitment of doing what’s right for clients by
investing in your own professional competency), the
insights from this survey should certainly be useful for
you.

What Advisors Spend On Marketing
To Get A New Client
A key contribution of this study is capturing not just
the dollar cost of various marketing strategies (i.e.,
how much an advisor spends on a given activity, such
as client appreciation events) and its return on
marketing investment, but also in trying to compute an
actual Client Acquisition Cost (CAC) for various
advisor marketing strategies, and to consider when
calculating that CAC not only the hard-dollar “direct”
marketing costs but also the imputed cost of a
financial advisor’s time to determine the “real” cost of
to the advisor to get a new client.
Historically, companies distributed products through
brokers and insurance agents and paid them a
commission for their time. So from the perspective of
the product manufacturer, their distribution cost
literally was the broker or agent’s time-in-exchangefor-commission-dollars. Which financial product
manufacturing companies controlled with
commissions, because it let them avoid paying for
time that didn’t result in sales (since the broker or
agent only gets the commission when the sale actually
closes).
But in the individual advisor context of managing
their own firm or client base (not a salesperson for a
manufacturer or distributor), time is a real and serious
constraint, and a marketing ‘cost’ unto itself.
Especially given the value of an advisor’s time, as
advisors who spend their time doing marketing and
business development can’t get paid by clients for the
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delivery of financial advice itself. This was illustrated in
a past issue of The Kitces Report (Vol. 2, 2018), which
found that advisors spend, on average, 17% of their time
engaged in business development activities (and only
about 50% of their total time on direct client activities).
To impute the real cost of financial advisor marketing,
we rely on self-reports of financial advisor income (and
revenue) and time worked. In our study, advisors report
working a median of 45 hours per week, ranging from
36 (25th percentile) to 50 (75th percentile) hours per
week. Advisors report working a median of 48 weeks
per year, ranging from 47 (25th percentile) to 50 (75th
percentile) weeks per year. Additionally, advisors report
median total annual income of $150,000, ranging from
$75,000 (25th percentile) to $300,000 (75th percentile),
and revenue produced of $70,000 (25th percentile),
$250,000 (50th percentile), and $516,000 (75th
percentile).
If we use self-reported income, weeks worked per year,
and average hours worked per week, median hourly
income of an advisor is $77/hour, ranging from
$34/hour (25th percentile) to $158/hour (75th percentile),
and median hourly revenue of an advisor is $136/hour,
ranging from $51/hour (25th percentile) to $307/hour
(75th percentile).
Of course, findings from our prior Kitces Research
study on “What Financial Advisors Actually Do”
suggest that in practice, advisors only spend about 50%
of their time actually serving clients and doing revenue
generating work. Which means the estimated
revenue/hour numbers above may understate the true
hourly value of an advisor’s time doing client-related
work (as the advisor must generate a years’ worth of
client revenue with only 50% of their time). On the
other hand, if an advisor’s clientele can truly be serviced
with the available hours, and there are still additional
hours remaining for business development, it could be
argued that perhaps the advisor’s time is bifurcated and
the true marginal cost of an advisor’s time from that
point forward is overstated when using average rates of
revenue/income production. Nonetheless, we have to
pick some assumption, and we feel that average hourly
figures provide the best balance to try and impute an
advisor’s time cost.
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Notably, the lower end of our spectrum likely consists
have high staff or other overhead costs that are hard to
of advisors who are growing their business rather than
attribute specifically to a given marketing activity.
advisors who are working full-time with a mature
business and only earning the equivalent of $34/hour.
Financial Advisor Marketing Strategies
Consistent with this, 3% of advisors reported that they
were working less than fulltime and 17% reported
Advisors engage in a wide range of marketing activities.
being in a stage of high client acquisition activity.
For the purposes of this study, we identified a large
Furthermore, advisors who were operating at a level
number of activities that
of near-capacity or higher
Figure 1. Adoption Rate of Marketing
comprised some of the most
reported a median income
Strategies By Advisors Within The Study
common (or impactful)
of $195,000, whereas
marketing activities in which
advisors operating below
advisors regularly engage.
capacity reported a median
Advisors were asked to report
income of just $41,000.
whether they participate in
Because there is a
particular activities, as well as
significant range of advisorsome follow-up questions related
specific time costs,
to those activities.
throughout this report we
The table shown in Figure 1, to
generally impute advisor
the left, reports the adoption rate
time costs on an individual
of various marketing strategies
basis before aggregating
by advisors within our study.
results. In other words, we
impute time costs specific to
Consistent with other industry
the advisor so that we are
studies, client referrals (93%) are
properly acknowledging
the most widely adopted
that an advisor early in their
marketing strategy among
career without an
advisors (and we can infer that
established client base has a
most of the 7% who did not
lower opportunity cost
report using such strategies may
associated with their time
simply be very-early-stage
than a senior advisor with
advisors who don’t yet have any
an established client base.
clients who can refer them). In
turn, cultivating relationships
In computing total
with Centers Of Influence (COIs)
marketing costs, this report
who can refer was the second
focuses on what are likely
most popular (60%), followed by
the largest marketing costs
networking (47%), and the digital
(hard dollars spent and
equivalent of networking in the
advisor time). While, in
form of social media (42%).
many cases, this should yield meaningful estimates of
marketing costs, the reported costs may fail to capture
The significance of the popularity of these marketing
overhead-type costs, including staff time, that are
strategies, from a cost and efficiency perspective, is that
harder to attribute to a specific activity. While we did
they’re often viewed as “low-cost” marketing strategies,
try to measure some of these factors (such as staff
as aside from a nominal cost for various networking
time), the results were too sparse and varied to provide
events or meals, advisors spend little in the way of hard
tremendous insight. As a result, the estimates provided
dollars on such marketing activities. In point of fact, this
could be biased in favor of marketing activities, which
may be precisely why industry benchmarking studies
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typically show that advisor marketing costs are no
more than 1% to 2% of revenue: because advisors
have predominantly focused on marketing strategies
that have little to no hard dollar costs. Though as we’ll
discuss further in the sections that follow, those
strategies can still have a very significant cost in terms
of the advisor’s time (especially as advisors
accumulate more clients and revenue, and the implied
cost of their time increases).
Amongst marketing activities that do have some cost,
client appreciation events (36%) ranked relatively
high (at least relative to other hard-dollar-cost
strategies), along with developing a website (31%)
and drip marketing (24%).
On the other hand, the marketing strategies with the
highest upfront cost – such as paying to be listed on
third-party referral websites (10%), online advertising
(10%), paid advertising (8%), paying solicitors (7%),
and radio (5%) and marketing lists (3%) – all ranked
near the bottom. Though as discussed further in the
results below, this may not necessarily be because
those strategies are ‘cost-inefficient’ from a marketing
perspective… implying instead that an advisor’s
choice of marketing strategy may simply be heavily
driven by the fact that most advisory firms do not have
significant startup capital to fund growth, and thus
‘must’ choose marketing strategies with only softdollar time costs and not hard-dollar costs.

Client Acquisition Costs Of Financial
Advisors
Client Acquisition Cost (CAC) is an
important consideration for financial
advisors. All else being equal, the higher
the lifetime value of a client, the more
advisors should be willing to pay in order
to acquire clients.

tenure of 20 years). These circumstances would
generate a lifetime client value of $40,000 ($10,000 per
year * 20% profit margin * 20 years). Ultimately, it is
this lifetime client value (LCV) that determines how
much advisors can spend in order to acquire new clients
profitably. Furthermore, lifetime value can increase
tremendously with only small, incremental
improvements in client retention rates. If the firm in the
prior example increased retention rates from 95% to
97%, then lifetime value increases from $40,000 to
$66,667, and additional operational efficiencies (e.g.,
increased profit margins from 20% to 30%) could
further boost lifetime values of a client to $90,000.
Accordingly, advisors should be willing to make a
significant investment in order to acquire new clients.
In other words, if a $1M client was going to generate
$40,000 to $90,000 of lifetime profits for the advisory
firm… how much would you pay upfront to get that
client?! Technically, even spending $20,000 upfront
would still have an ROI of more than 100% on
average… albeit with a significant upfront cost that may
take 7-10 years to recover (see Figure 2, below).
For the purposes of this study, we present CACs
calculated based on two different ways of imputing
advisor time costs: advisor revenue per hour (i.e., the
opportunity cost of how much revenue the advisor could
have generated from clients with that time), and advisor
hourly income (i.e., the advisor’s actual net take-home
income for an hour of ‘work’). Notably, the former
approach actually provides a truer picture of the CAC to
a firm, but the latter approach can also be useful for the
purposes of helping advisors think about how they use
their own time.

Figure 2. Lifetime Client Value Over Time

Notably, the lifetime value of an
advisory client is generally very large.
Consider a $1M AUM client paying a
traditional 1% AUM fee ($10k per year)
to a firm with a 20% profit margin and
95% client retention (which, at 5%/year
client turnover, implies a typical client
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Among advisors who actually generated clients from a
given marketing activity, median client acquisition
costs (CAC) by marketing activity ranged from
$390/client (client referrals) to over $12,000/client
(marketing consultant) when imputed based on
revenue production, and $240/client (SEO) to
$10,400/client (radio) when imputed based on income,
although numbers from radio and other thinly adopted
strategies should be interpreted with particular
caution. A full table of CACs by strategy is reported
in Figure 3, below.
Figure 3 also reports “time intensiveness” which is a
measure of the mix between hard-dollar costs and
advisor time that comprise the total cost of an activity.
A value of 100% would indicate that 100% (or nearly
100%) of the costs reported for a given activity were
advisor-time costs (based on the extent that advisors
are actually spending their own time versus hard
dollars). Not surprisingly, activities related to
generating content (e.g., podcasts, videos, website,
radio, blogging, social media) were all comprised
mostly of time costs. On the other hand, activities that
are more along the lines of services that advisors can

hire to be provided (e.g., paid ads, online ads, thirdparty solicitors) were less time intensive. More socially
oriented activities (e.g., COIs, education events, client
appreciation events, networking) were often more
balanced in terms of both hard-dollar and advisor-time
costs. Though in some cases, advisors appear to be
engaging in Do-It-Yourself (DIY) marketing efforts that
could be outsourced; for instance, the overwhelming
majority of advisors engaging in SEO strategies were
doing so with their time, even though SEO expertise can
be hired externally. The columns on the far right side of
the table in Figure 3 are color-coded by a time
intensiveness gradient spectrum measuring both revenue
and income, with dark blue representing 100% timeintensive activity and orange representing 0%.
Figure 4 (next page) reports “failure rates”, which
represent the number of advisors who reported zero new
clients from a marketing activity divided by the total
number of advisors who reported using that marketing
activity. Notably, these are past 12-month figures, so it
is possible that some strategies are successful but just
not over the past 12-month period.

Figure 3. Client Acquisition Costs (CAC) By Marketing Strategy And Time Intensiveness
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Figure 4. Marketing Strategy Failure Rates In The Past 12 Months

The Relative Cost Efficiency Of
Advisor Marketing Strategies
As the results reveal, client referrals really are a
hyper-cost-efficient strategy. Thinking again about the
lifetime value of a typical advisory client relationship,
client referrals help an advisor grow their practice at
almost no meaningful cost, in terms of hard-dollar
cost (since there is typically no direct marketing
expense) or soft-dollar cost (as the advisor has already
invested the time into the relationship simply to
service the client themselves). Of course, this is also
why client referrals are such a heavily relied upon
‘strategy’ among advisors – even when it is not clear
if advisors are actually doing anything strategic to try
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and promote more client referrals. Nonetheless, these
findings certainly reinforce the value of client referrals.
Second, digital strategies appear to be perhaps
underutilized relative to the marketplace, as SEO, paid
web (i.e., paid advisor website listings such as
FeeOnlyNetwork or NAPFA), and online ads, all scored
fairly well (i.e., relatively low Client Acquisition Costs).
However, for reasons that will be illustrated later in this
report (e.g., limitations of the CAC methodology and
advisor satisfaction ratings), there may be some reasons
to temper optimism about strategies based solely on
CAC numbers (as not all strategies generate the same
type of client).
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On the other hand, despite many advisors struggling
with marketing and the value that consultants can
presumably provide, the results show that consultants
have a relatively high CAC… and also very high
failure rates (where advisors spend on a marketing
consultant and literally get no clients at all!). Which
perhaps suggests the ROI from this form of marketing
activity is lower than commonly believed. Of course,
this doesn’t mean that all marketing consultants are
bad, and it is also possible that the consultants are still
indirectly benefitting (and lowering the CACs) of
other marketing strategies. Nonetheless, these results
do suggest there may be some overhype on marketing
consultants, and/or not enough dedicated to the
advisory industry who really know how to produce
results for advisors.
Radio also emerges as a relatively costly strategy.
Granted, there is a lot of variation in how advisors use
radio, and it is likely that success could vary greatly
between advisors. This may perhaps be an indication
that advisors should approach this strategy cautiously,
and make sure a very solid plan is in place to generate
new business from the use of radio before jumping
into the strategy too aggressively. Especially as radio
stations themselves shift to an increasingly “pay-toplay” approach to programming. And since advisors
can now effectively launch their own ‘radio station’ in
the form of a podcast… though as the results show,
podcasting thus far has even higher CACs than radio
thus far!
The CAC at the median was lower for education
events than seminars (for the purposes of this study,
we let advisors self-select whether they would
describe their marketing activities as education events
or seminars, although, in practice, there may be
significant overlap between these categories). This
perhaps could indicate a shift in the focus of events
that will effectively generate new clients, but the gap
between the two is not particularly large, and could
just be statistical noise. Client appreciation events (at
least as faux marketing events beyond just literally
appreciating only existing clients) don’t appear to be
very efficient at developing new clients either.
Solicitors and networking both emerge as somewhat
costly strategies, albeit strategies with fairly high
success (i.e., low failure) rates. It may be surprising
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that networking was deemed as a relatively high-cost
marketing strategy, given that many think of networking
as a fairly ‘cheap’ activity without the upfront costs of
paying someone else (e.g., a solicitor). But when some
advisors are generating revenue at a rate of $500/hour or
more, the soft-dollar time and opportunity cost of
networking activity can add up quickly. Which provides
a good example of how hard-dollar and soft-dollar
marketing activities can still end out with similar CACs
in the end. On the other hand, for strategies such as the
use of a third-party solicitor, costs may be understated,
since our study did not capture ongoing costs that many
advisors pay to their solicitors (i.e., ongoing revenuesharing agreements).
In terms of content creation, both podcasts and video
can have very high CACs, and both struggle with failure
rates that are quite high relative to other strategies.
Books can be reasonably efficient from a CAC
perspective (as opposed to book sales), but also have a
fairly wide dispersion (75th percentile is a substantial
increase over the median!) and failure rates that are
quite high, suggesting that some advisors are very
successful leveraging books but that most struggle to
generate marketing value. However, one caveat with
content creation is that it may be a longer-term strategy
that takes more time than the past 12 months to become
profitable. Furthermore, once a content creation strategy
is successful, it is possible that such strategies could
scale very well, and grow to the point of being
increasingly highly profitable over time.
Notably, though, relative to Lifetime Client Value
(LCV) of typical advisory firm clients, which is often
measured in the tens of thousands of dollars, all of these
can still be remarkably ‘good’ in the long run.
Furthermore, there are limitations with the CAC
approach, which must be considered as well.

Industry-Wide Aggregate Client
Acquisition Costs
One important limitation of using client acquisition cost
to evaluate marketing activities is that CAC does not
preserve any insight from advisors who generated zero
new clients from a given activity. Since the client
acquisition cost (CAC) method is computed by taking
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total advisor marketing spending (both advisor time
and hard dollars) for a given activity, and dividing it
by the number of new clients obtained from that
activity, insights from advisors who generated zero
new clients for a given activity are lost since we
cannot place a zero in the denominator.
To try and give some sense of how much information
may be “lost” in these numbers, we also reported the
“failure rate” for each strategy. The failure rate refers
to the number of advisors who, despite spending time
or money on a given strategy, ended up generating no
new clients from a given activity.
So, for instance, Figure 4 earlier showed that
marketing consultants and the use of a firm brochure
had particularly high failure rates (76% and 80%,
respectively), while the median cost of advisors using
a marketing consultant (both time and dollar costs)
was $12,088 compared to a median cost of using firm
brochures of $1,000. But in both cases these median
figures apply only to advisors who were successful in
acquiring clients using this strategy (and ignores the
many advisors who spent in these areas but were not
successful), which means the true client acquisition
costs that advisors were incurring with such strategies
relative to the clients actually gained is much higher
than $12,000 and $1,000, respectively.

with the median CAC (for the revenue calculation)
reported for comparison purposes.
Figure 6 generally indicates higher client acquisition
costs since it is taking into account the many instances
in which individuals spent money but generated no new
clients (and thus there was no “Client Acquisition Cost”
to average in because they didn’t acquire a single
client). This approach may also help to “smooth out”
noise attributable to strategies that only generate a small
number of new clients on an annual basis. For instance,
suppose a given strategy tends to produce one new
client every two years. We would expect such a strategy
would produce a “failure rate” (as reported above) of
50%, even though it may just take more time to achieve
success with this strategy. As such, pooling the results
helps address this limitation.
Digging into some of the specific insights from the table
above, SEO and paid website listings exhibited the
lowest CACs. This may suggest that “digital” is actually
a more effective client acquisition strategy that
commonly recognized. However, the results also
suggest that advisors may be misdirecting their digital
marketing efforts, as social media and video CACs are
10X to 20X the cost of just doing simple SEO and paid
web listings, and blogging is still 5X to 10X basic SEO
strategies in terms of CAC as well.

Another way to address the missing information that
However, it is also worth recognizing that CACs may be
results from certain activities generating no new
understated for SEO and paid web listings, to the extent
clients is to aggregate client acquisition costs among
those platforms may produce more low-quality or nonall individuals within our study. To do so, we take the
qualified leads that advisors have to filter out in their
total marketing spend (time and dollars) among all
sales process. In other words, marketing CAC is low,
participants in our study, and divide these results by
but the sales process may be slightly more inefficient.
the total number of new clients generated
Figure 5. Aggregate CAC Across All Advisors And Strategies
from a given marketing activity in the past
year.
First, at the highest level of aggregation
(across all advisors and all marketing
strategies), our respondents reported an
average client acquisition cost of roughly
$3,119 per client, comprised of 83% implied
time costs and 17% fixed dollar costs
(Figure 5, right).
These results are then further broken down
by category in Figure 6 (top of next page),
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Figure 6. Aggregated CAC Across All Advisors In The Study

(At least, until/unless advisors refine their marketing
and sales process to better filter and pre-qualify leads
before spending time with them.)
Custodial referrals exhibit moderate-level CACs as
measured here, but since only initial/first-year costs
are considered, and custodial referrals are typically
ongoing revenue-sharing arrangements that could last
for 20+ years (the lifetime of the client relationship),
the CAC for custodial referrals would likely be
amongst the highest when measured over a client’s
total tenure with a firm.
Writing and publishing books as a marketing strategy
measured fairly low in terms of CAC, but did still
have a high failure rate, which further suggests there’s
a long tail of success for books that should be
accounted for. While marketing consultants measure
the highest of all in terms of CAC – which is not
exactly a positive sign for the return-on-investment of
advisors spending on consulting help – it is worth
recognizing that the work of a good marketing
consultant may be helping to reduce other CACs by
refining those marketing strategies, which is not
accounted for in our analysis.

Marketing Efficiency vs. Client
Acquisition Costs
A more fundamental issue with relying on CAC is that it
does not take into account how much revenue a
particular new client is generating. For many advisors,
different activities likely lead to clients who generate
different levels of revenue (i.e., some marketing
strategies attract more affluent clientele than other
strategies), and this is likely even more so when
comparing between advisors. In other words, CAC tells
us how much it costs to acquire a client, but it tells us
nothing about how much revenue that client generates
for the marketing spend. As a result, CAC results could
be biased in favor of marketing activities (or advisors)
that generate a larger number of low-revenue clients.
This is important, because, as Figure 7 (top of next
page) indicates, different marketing strategies vary
widely in the average revenue per client generated when
aggregating marketing activity across all financial
advisors in our study.
The table above makes it clear why Centers Of
Influence (COIs) are so coveted as a referral source.
COIs ($15,700), client appreciation events ($9,900), and
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Figure 7. Revenue/Client Generated By Marketing Strategy

also accounts for differences in revenue
generation per acquired client. In other
words, we treat a $1,000 spend, which
generates $1,000 in new revenue, the same
as a $10,000 spend, which generates
$10,000 in new revenue. In both cases, the
aforementioned strategies would have an
efficiency rating of 1.0 (i.e., $1 of new
revenue is generated from $1 of hard-dollar
or soft-time-dollar marketing spend).
Efficiency results per strategy are reported
in Figure 8 (below).
As the results indicate, client referrals again
scored very well from a marketing costefficiency standpoint. That’s not surprising
since this is the one marketing activity
which can be (mostly) comprised of doing
an advisor’s primary work—servicing
clients—very well. As such, self-reports of
time spent in generating client referrals are
probably, in a way, underreported, since
advisors are engaging in certain activities
which do drive client referrals without
actually thinking of these activities as being

client referrals ($9,000) generate far more
average revenue per client than strategies such as
a book ($400), blogging ($1,100), and SEO
($1,200). This insight is lost if we just look at
CACs and ignore revenues generated by
referrals.

Figure 8. Marketing Efficiency Results By Strategy

To address these concerns, we focus primarily
on marketing “efficiency” as our main measure
of interest throughout the remainder this study.
This measure is equal to advisor-specific new
revenue generated by a particular activity,
divided by the imputed cost of both an advisor’s
time and hard dollar spending on that activity. In
other words, this measure tells us how much new
revenue is generated from $1 of marketing spend
(both advisor time and hard dollars).
This approach avoids the problem of failing to
account for advisors who generate no new clients
from a given strategy by moving that zero from
the denominator to the numerator. This approach
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done for the purposes of generating client referrals. In
any case, it is obvious why so many advisors favor
and rely heavily on client referrals for business
growth, since it is such an efficient activity, has very
little upfront cost, and is the only “strategy” which
happens regardless of any conscious effort to
implement the strategy.
SEO, COIs, and marketing lists stand out as a sort of
‘second-tier’ of the most efficient marketing
strategies. Marketing lists and COIs are effectively
both forms of outsourced lead generation. So long as a
lead generation source can deliver, it is not surprising
that these strategies do well since they so directly
relate to forming new client relationships. Overall,
client referrals and COIs are particularly efficient for
more affluent clients, which speaks to their success
are marketing strategies.
The remaining activities with median efficiency scores
greater than one (i.e., more than one dollar of revenue
is generated from one dollar of spend over a 12-month
period) were paid web listings, online ads, seminars,
radio, education events, solicitors, and paid
advertising. These strategies are comprised of
outsourced lead generation (paid web listings and
third-party solicitors), content that positions an
advisor as an expert to some audience (seminars,
radio, and education events), general brand awareness
(paid advertising), or specifically trying to make the
advisors more ‘findable’ (online ads and the
aforementioned SEO strategies).
These findings may suggest that paid website listings
such as NAPFA, FeeOnlyNetwork, SmartAsset, Zoe
Financial, etc. are underrated. The findings also
suggest that SEO really does work, and that SEO
actually beats all other strategies in terms of efficiency
(except for client referrals).

efficiency scores much higher at the 75th percentile.
Activities with median efficiency scores less than one,
but greater than zero (i.e., at least some marketing
value), included podcasts, networking, websites, books,
client appreciation, direct mail, and videos.
Other significant insights of Figure 8 are that in the
battle of audio versus video, podcasts actually appear to
be reasonably efficient at attracting more affluent
clients, but video is not. Networking is pretty inefficient
once the advisor’s time costs are considered, but there
are some advisors who “crush it” with high networking
ROI. Advisors who are good at webinars and social
media do really well with it, along with books and even
paid marketing lists, but most see no ROI at all,
suggesting those channels may be better either to be an
expert, or just to skip it. Some outlier advisors are really
good at client appreciation events for HNW individuals.
And some outliers appear to be really good at online
advertisements.
Notably, an efficiency score of less than one is not a
metric that should be interpreted in an entirely negative
manner. Relative to more efficient strategies (at the
median), this may be an indication that advisors are
receiving less immediate return from these activities,
but presumably, a significant portion of new revenue
generated for many advisors is recurring revenue, and
therefore these activities may still be profitable
activities when measured over the lifetime value of the
client (even if they don’t generate all the revenue back
in the first year with a marketing efficiency score
greater than 1.0).

Furthermore, it should be noted that Figure 8 indicates a
wide variation in the effectiveness of different strategies
among advisors who are more or less efficient with a
particular strategy. While a number of activities have
efficiency scores of zero at the 25th and even 50th
percentiles, efficiency scores are positive across all
Overall, seminars and education events seem to score
activities at the 75th percentile
similar. Seminars were
The Kitces Report © 2008-2019 www.kitces.com
and above, which suggests
higher in CAC, but also
that any strategies can be
appear to attract a more
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profitable so long as they are
affluent client. However,
and the Kitces Research team.
implemented in the “right”
those who are best at
No
part
of
this
publication
may
be
reproduced,
stored
in
way. Nonetheless, some
educational events do even
a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any
strategies are far more
better than seminars with
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are effective at implementing them, so this should be
considered when contemplating different types of
strategies – despite some methods being potentially
highly efficient, they may be highly inefficient if
implemented poorly.

Therefore, again, advisors should be cautious in
interpreting a low-efficiency score as an inherently
negative indicator of marketing performance for a given
activity, or at least recognize that some “inefficient”
strategies may only be short-term inefficient but not
long-term inefficient (a topic to be explored in further
advisor marketing research in the future!).

In fact, when viewed from the perspective of
“standouts” – the top 25% of advisors who are most
efficient in their respective marketing strategies – the
For instance, many advisors who are successful in
most marketing-efficient strategies (as shown in
content creation often reflect on how even they were
Figure 9) were client referrals, books, direct mail, paid
surprised by their eventual success. They often start out
web listings, and COIs… a mixture of ‘traditional’
doing something with an intense interest or passion and
advisor marketing strategies, and less common and
are surprised to learn there was market demand for their
more cost- or
seemingly niched
Figure 9. Standout Advisor Marketing Strategies (When Done Well)
time-intensive
interests.
alternatives that
Advisors may,
are highly
therefore, wish to
scalable when
temper their
done well.
expectations for
We may also
returns in certain
think of some of
areas, while also
these strategies as
strategically
a form of longthinking about
Figure 10. “Low Risk” Strategies Advisor Marketing Strategies
tail distribution.
developing a mix
For instance,
of higher and lower
although the
risk/return
numbers in
strategies.
Figure 8 should
For instance,
be interpreted
according to Figure
cautiously for
8, strategies such
thinly
as client referrals,
participated
paid websites,
activities such as
COIs,
solicitors,
seminars,
networking,
and online ads
books and radio, it is reasonable to suspect that our
all
had
some
level
of
success
even
at
the
25th percentile
results have understated how successful these
of advisors using such strategies, which effectively
strategies truly can be for advisors who achieve a high
formulate a base of “low-risk” marketing strategies (i.e.,
level of success in these areas. A great book or a
that tend to always have at least some success, as shown
prominent radio show with wide reach likely have
in Figure 10). Perhaps these (or similar) strategies can
astronomical efficiency ratings due to their scalable
be seen as more stable and predictable and that can play
reach, but these strategies may also carry greater risk
a role as a foundation for an advisor’s portfolio of
of being complete duds and generating no new clients.
marketing strategies, while advisors, depending on their
Furthermore, these strategies (perhaps particularly
own risk preferences, may also wish to incorporate
radio) may slowly build over time and it reasonably
some strategies which may have a higher risk of failure
may take years (or even a decade or more) before the
but higher potential returns.
returns from these activities are fully experienced,
given the time and effort it takes to create a
recognized brand in the marketplace.
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Figure 11. Average Advisor Rating Of Overall Marketing Strategy Effectiveness

Advisor Satisfaction With Various
Marketing Strategies
While the prior section focused primarily on how
much advisors are spending in different areas,
advisors who participated in our study also provided
detailed information about their satisfaction using
those various marketing strategies – including
satisfaction with the number of leads generated by a
strategy, the quality of leads generated by a strategy,
and satisfaction with a strategy overall. (Notably,
advisors were only asked how effective a given
strategy was if they actually used that strategy.)
Average advisor ratings of overall effectiveness (on a
scale from 1 to 10) are reported in Figure 11, above.

At the other end of the spectrum, marketing lists and
brochures scored particularly poorly (less than 3.5),
while online ads, direct mail, drip marketing, paid ads,
and social media all received ratings of less than 4.0.
For the most part, advisor satisfaction with the overall
effectiveness of a strategy seems to fall somewhere
between advisor satisfaction with the number of leads
received and the quality of leads received. Overall, as
shown in Figure 12, below, satisfaction with overall
marketing effectiveness was most strongly correlated
with satisfaction with the quality of leads generated by a
strategy (r = .95), followed by satisfaction with the
quantity of leads (r = .85), efficiency of a strategy (r =
.62), median advisor-specific CAC (r = .22), and
aggregate CAC (r = .12).
Notably, these results indicate that advisor satisfaction
with the effectiveness of marketing strategies had little
correlation to client acquisition costs, and only a modest
correlation to the overall cost efficiency of the strategy,
and was driven primarily by simply the quality of the
leads generated. Suggesting that advisors may be

Notably, general satisfaction ratings were somewhat
low even for the highest rating strategies, as all
strategies had average ratings of less than 6.5 on a 10point scale. Client referrals and custodial referrals
were the only strategies to score
Figure 12. Correlation Between Overall Effectiveness, Lead
6.0 or higher. COIs and radio
Characteristics, CAC, and Efficiency
scored between 5.5 and 6.0.
Solicitors, seminars, podcasts,
marketing consultants, SEO, and
website received ratings
between 5.0 and 5.5.
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overweighting the quality of the leads and not
focusing on the overall ROI of their marketing efforts
(in terms of time and dollar cost).
Some particular activities also exhibit a sizeable gap
between satisfaction with the number and quality of
leads generated. In particular, client referrals and
client appreciation events exhibit significantly higher
satisfaction with the quality of leads than the quantity,
suggesting that these sources of leads may be quite
good, but just don’t generate the volume of leads
advisors would like. On the other hand, strategies such
as the use of paid ads, paid web, SEO, seminars,
custodial referrals, and solicitors generated greater
satisfaction with the quantity of leads than the quality
of leads.
Figure 13, below, illustrates a “quality minus
quantity” differential between strategies. The way to
interpret this is that strategies with negative values
(e.g., solicitors, marketing lists, seminars, etc.)
generated greater satisfaction with quantity than
quality of leads, whereas strategies with positive

values (e.g., client appreciation events, client referrals,
COIs, etc.) generated greater satisfaction with quality
than quantity. Of course, Figure 13 ignores overall
levels of satisfaction, so a positive or negative value
should not be seen as good or bad per se, but it tells us a
bit more qualitatively about the nature of the leads that
advisors are receiving from various sources.
Of particular note in Figure 13 is that paid lead
generation strategies (e.g., SEO, paid web listings,
online ads, marketing lists) have lower lead quality
relative to their quantity of leads generated. This may
indirectly speak to CAC, as these strategies may have
(relatively) higher sales costs to close with more nonqualified leads to filter. On the other hand, such
satisfaction with the quantity of leads suggests that these
strategies may ultimately be more scalable as marketing
channels for advisory firms that are looking to grow
faster and further (albeit with a need to better filter the
quality of leads).

At the other end of the spectrum, our results show that
referral sources (from client referrals to COIs) tend to
generate the highest quality of leads, and client
Figure 13. Quality Minus Quantity of Leads Differential
appreciation events, client referrals, and COIs
all exhibit high differentials in favor of quality.
And the nature of advisor satisfaction, driven
primarily by quality of leads, may also help to
explain why such advisor marketing strategies
remain popular despite dissatisfaction with the
quantity of leads. Other content creation
strategies also scored high in terms of quality
versus quantity (e.g., podcasts, books, blogging,
drip marketing), which may suggest that, within
these areas, advisors need the most assistance
with expanding their reach using these
strategies (i.e., more assistance in the
distribution of blog and podcasting content that
is already being produced).
Even though marketing consultants scored
poorly on some other metrics examined so far,
they actually scored reasonably on satisfaction,
which may suggest that there may really be
ROI to marketing consultants in other
marketing measures, even if not directly ‘from’
the marketing consultant. Although social
media, in addition to scoring low in efficiency,
also was rated as highly unsatisfying.
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Another way to examine advisor satisfaction is to look
at intended future use of various marketing strategies.
Participants who used a particular marketing strategy
were asked about their intended future use of that
marketing strategy and given the following options:







Stop using all together
Decrease significantly
Decrease a little
No change
Increase a little
Increase significantly

Figure 14, below, shows these responses visually,
revealing how positively or negatively various
marketing strategies are viewed by advisors and their
intended use (or not) in the future; it provides some
insights which may initially appear at tension with the
satisfaction ratings provided. For instance, although
solicitors scored very well in terms of advisor
satisfaction, they scored second to the lowest based on
intended future use, speaking perhaps to the fact that
the typically ongoing revenue-sharing costs of
solicitor agreements may be taking a toll on advisor
willingness to engage in such marketing strategies in
the future.
On the other hand, it’s notable that many strategies
where advisors reported high CACs and/or low
satisfaction are still areas that advisors are looking to
do more in the coming year. For instance, amongst the
most popular advisor marketing strategies ‘on the rise’

were videos, social media, and blogging, despite
previously reported results indicating that these
strategies are actually very ineffective for most advisors,
while strategies that showed some of the strongest costeffective marketing results – like paid web listings – are
more likely to be cut than added by advisors!
Of course, the key here is that high satisfaction with a
strategy does not necessarily imply that someone
intends to increase their use of a given strategy (nor
does low satisfaction mean advisors are about to cease
the marketing activity). In fact, someone could be
highly satisfied with a given strategy and wish to
decrease usage for an entirely unrelated reason, or be
unsatisfied with it but decide that’s simply because they
need to invest more resources to do it more effectively.
Therefore, Figure 14 perhaps provides more insight into
the direction in which advisor marketing is moving in
the future. Though it still indicates a significant
disconnect on several marketing strategies from what
advisors intend to do more (or less) of, and what
actually ‘works’ in a cost-effective manner (or not).
Interestingly, most responses for future use were either
neutral (no change) or positive (increase a little or
significantly). Furthermore, even among strategies with
advisor reports of intentions to decrease the use of the
strategy, there was still a healthy balance of advisors
who intended to increase usage of that strategy. The one
exception to this appears to be marketing lists, which
appear to be viewed fairly negatively in terms of both

Figure 14. Planned Future Use Of Advisor Marketing Strategies
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current satisfaction ratings and intended future use,
suggesting that the channel may simply be
oversaturated at this point?

Differences In Marketing Strategies
By Advisor Segments
Not only are all advisors not the same when it comes
to their marketing strategies, but they are also not the
same in what they’re marketing. Some have a niche
focus, while others do not. Some have CFP
certification and primarily market themselves
personally, others represent a company and focus on
marketing their company’s available products.
Advisors also have a wide range of business models
(with different economics that can impact the relative
efficiency of marketing strategies), and different
growth aspirations (as those who are already near
capacity and don’t want to grow tend not to focus
much on running efficient marketing strategies in the
first place!).
Accordingly, while the aggregate data does provide
some high-level insights about the relative
effectiveness of various marketing strategies, we can
gain additional insight by drilling down into
differences in marketing strategies by key advisor
segments, including:
-

-

CFP vs. non-CFP professionals
Niche vs. no niche
Compensation model (AUM vs fee-forservice vs commission-sales, and RIA vs
broker-dealer in general)
Operational capacity and team structure

Given the sheer
amount of
information that
would be
included if
reporting all of
the results from
our study in the
sections below,
we have instead
highlighted the
most notable

results in each area, including those that were especially
effective, particularly ineffective, or exhibited
substantially different uses of advisor marketing
strategies between advisor segments.

CFP vs. Non-CFP Professionals
Since the CFP designation has become the premier
designation among financial planners in the profession,
it would not be surprising to find that CFP professionals
and non-CFP professionals vary in the way they market
themselves for new clients.
When examining total marketing spend (inclusive of
both time and dollar cost) between CFP professionals
and non-CFP professionals, Figure 15 shows CFP
professionals reported spending significantly more on
marketing consultants, books, and solicitors, but less on
podcasts, seminars, video, webinars, marketing lists,
and paid website listings.
It is notable that several of the areas exhibiting the
highest levels of higher spending by non-CFP
professionals are in content creation (e.g., podcast,
seminars, video, webinars… but not books). One
interesting question that we, unfortunately, cannot
address via our study is the extent to which marketing
consultants could be providing CFP professionals with
“bundles” of services that would cover some of the
areas of lower spending among CFP professionals. In
other words, are CFP professionals truly spending less
on video, or are they spending more on marketing
consultants who also happen to provide services that
cover video, albeit not as a standalone expense that
would lead a CFP professional participating in our study
to itemize that expense? Of course, differences in

Figure 15. CFP vs. Non-CFP Median Marketing Dollars Spent
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spending on books do
not align with this
possibility, but the
generally lower levels
of spending in many
other areas would be
consistent with
marketing consultants
providing bundled
services.

Figure 16. CFP vs. Non-CFP Median CAC

When examining
differences in CAC between CFP professionals and
non-CFP professionals, Figure 16 reveals CFP
professionals experience higher CACs among higher
spending strategies (e.g., marketing consultant, radio),
but lower CACs among several lower spending
strategies (e.g., paid advertisements, webinars, and
direct mail).
The large difference in CAC between CFP
professionals and non-CFP professionals for direct
mail is particularly interesting. It is a fairly well
established strategy which has been fine-tuned
through years of testing and experimentation in the
advisor marketplace, so why are the costs to acquire
clients so much lower for CFP professionals than nonCFPs? It is possible the CFP designation is providing
some help to advisors here, as it may serve as a valid
signal of advisor competence that changes the way in
which consumers perceive direct mail advertisements.
In fact, a similar trend is revealed when examining the
marketing efficiency of various strategies for CFP
certificants vs non-CFPs. As Figure 17 (below) shows,
CFP professionals experienced significantly more
Figure 17. CFP vs. Non-CFP Marketing Efficiency
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marketing efficiency amongst strategies that market
themselves, including client referrals, paid web listings,
seminars, COIs, and even SEO, while non-CFPs appear
to rely more on networking and third-party solicitors, or
mediums that more easily advertise a particular product
or strategy (e.g., online ads, marketing lists, and
educational events).
Overall, though, as Figure 18 shows (top of next page),
satisfaction ratings appear to be more alike than
different between CFP professionals and non-CFP
professionals, suggesting that both groups are becoming
relatively attuned to the strategies that “work” for them
(though overall non-CFPs reported far less satisfaction
with the use of marketing lists and paid advertising as
those channels may be reaching saturation, while CFP
professionals were somewhat less satisfied with solicitor
arrangements). All groups were not surprisingly still
most satisfied with client referrals and COIs.

Advisors With A Niche vs. Without
Advisors in this Kitces Research study were asked
whether they personally have a target niche clientele
that they serve.
Since a niche can
provide a certain
level of referral
and marketing
efficiency, we
examined the ways
in which advisors
with and without a
niche differ in their
marketing
activities and
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strategies –
consistent with not
having a niche to
target in the first
place. Radio,
books, third-party
solicitors,
podcasts, paid
advertisements,
marketing lists,
and online
advertisements can
all be ways to
reach a larger
audience in a rather indiscriminate manner and are used
more by advisors without niches. The caveat, of course,
is that when casting a wider marketing net, reaching a
broader audience does not necessarily mean that the
marketing will be as effective as a finely tailored
message delivered to a niche audience.

Figure 18. CFP vs. Non-CFP Marketing Strategy Satisfaction

marketing efficacy.

When looking at total marketing spending, advisors
with a niche generally spent less than advisors without
a niche on their marketing activities (see Figure 19,
below), which could be consistent with a niche
providing some marketing efficiency. The notable
exceptions to this trend were advisors with a niche
As Figure 20 (below) shows, CACs were far higher for
spending more on marketing consultants, seminars,
advisors with a niche using marketing consultants than
and educational events (ostensibly to help highlight
advisors without a niche. This could, again, be a
their niche expertise). Notably, with respect to
reflection of marketing consultants providing a bundle
marketing consultant
Figure 19. Niche vs. No-Niche Median Marketing Dollars Spent
spending, this could be
a case where some of
the relationship
actually runs the
opposite direction…
where advisors who
work with marketing
consultants become
more likely to develop
a niche (as opposed to
hiring consultants to
help market the niche
Figure 20. Niche vs. No-Niche Median CAC
they’ve already
selected).
Additionally, many of
the areas in which
advisors without a
niche were found to be
spending more could
be examples of areas
that are more “mass
market”-type
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Figure 21. Niche vs. No-Niche Marketing Efficiency

of services, though, which would also be consistent
with the lower CACs observed among advisors with a
niche in areas such as video (which means marketing
consultants appearing in a negative light in these
results may simply be because they are positively
influencing CACs or marketing efficiency in other
areas).
However, in contrast to the notion that consultants
may be providing value in other areas, advisors with a
niche scored lower in marketing efficiency than
advisors without a niche in many areas (Figure 21) –
sometimes with a sizeable gap. In particular, SEO and
marketing lists were especially efficient amongst nonniche advisors… though in practice, such
geographically-targeted marketing (e.g., local SEO
and local marketing lists) may simply itself be an
underrated ‘niche’ that advisors don’t think of as a
niche. Alternatively, assuming that advisors with
niches tend to be more planning-oriented (and
potentially less sales-oriented) than advisors without,
Figure 21 could be indicative again of differences in
sales skills between advisors with a niche and advisors

without a niche. It is not
unreasonable to suspect
that advisors who are
highly talented in sales
could get by without a
niche better than advisors
who are not, since their
sales skills may allow
them to more easily win
over many different types
of clientele.
Figure 22 (below) shows that satisfaction with various
strategies is again more similar than different between
advisors with and without a niche. However, advisors
with a niche tend to report notably greater satisfaction
with many strategies including marketing consultants,
paid website listings, blogging, social media, and paid
ads (an indication that having a niche makes it easier to
implement many of these strategies). By contrast, use of
third-party solicitors is viewed more favorably by
advisors without a niche.
Particularly in areas such as content marketing or
targeting a message towards a particular clientele,
having a niche makes it much easier to get a message on
point and, likely, makes the process of developing that
content easier and more enjoyable as well.

Compensation Method (AUM vs. FeeFor-Service vs. Commission/Sales)

How an advisor is compensated by clients naturally
could lead to the use of different marketing strategies as
shown in Figure 23 (next page). For instance, advisors
with business
Figure 22. Niche vs. No-Niche Marketing Strategy Satisfaction
models that are
more
transactional in
nature tend to
have lower
lifetime client
values (LCVs)
due to less
ongoing revenue,
but tend to
generate far more
upfront revenue
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Figure 23. Median Marketing Dollars Spent By Compensation Model

(via commissions), and thus may favor strategies with
more transactional CACs that align the marketing cost
to the revenue.

(e.g., webinars, paid website
listings, an advisor’s website).

Figure 24 (below) shows that
sales-oriented advisors also
tended to have higher CACs in
typically lower CAC strategies
(e.g., drip marketing, SEO, client
referrals). This could again
suggest that advisors with
different compensation methods
target different clientele.
Furthermore, given the large role
that referrals often play in selling
many financial products (e.g.,
“Mr. and Mrs. Client, can you
think of anyone else who could
also use my services in helping
them determine how much life
insurance they need?”), it is also
not surprising to see that
advisors with a sales orientation would be spending
more time and money specifically trying to generate
client referrals.

In terms of marketing efficiency, there is quite a bit of
Advisors provided detailed information about their
variation between compensation methods, although it is
compensation methods. This was used to create
a bit harder to discern any particular patterns (Figure 25,
several different categories of interest by revenue
next page). However, not surprisingly, sales-oriented
generation: Entirely assets under management (i.e.,
advisors again score well for efficiency in many more
100% AUM), mostly AUM (i.e., greater than 67% but
sales-oriented marketing strategies such as the use of
less than 99% AUM), mostly sales (i.e., greater than
67% commissions), and mostly fee for service (greater
than 67% from hourly,
Figure 24. Median CAC By Compensation Model
project, or subscription
fees).
As would be expected,
advisors with mostly a
sales orientation typically
spent far less on higherspend strategies that also
tend to have less of a
sales orientation (e.g.,
marketing consultant,
podcasts, solicitors), but
spent significantly more
on lower-spend
categories that can
generate sales volume
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third-party-solicitors
and social media. It is
not clear exactly why
this is, but given that
many advisors doing
primarily fee-for-service
financial planning are
more often “nextgeneration” advisors, it
is quite possible that
such advisors are using
these strategies in ways
that are different from
other advisors. Overall,
the satisfaction results
in Figure 27 (next page)
are largely consistent
with fee-for-service
advisors being more
tech/web savvy and
trying to connect with
clients in new ways
(e.g., social media, blogging, paid website listings). It is
also possible that some aversion to sales make thirdparty solicitors attractive, although the lower number of
fee-for-service respondents who used third-party
solicitors gives some reason for caution in interpreting
the findings in the chart above.

Figure 25. Marketing Efficiency By Compensation Model

marketing lists, networking, COIs, and the use of
solicitors.
When looking at efficiency ratings among advisors in
different compensation methods via a different means
(slicing by broker-dealer affiliation versus Registered
Investment Adviser affiliation), it is striking that
advisors in RIAs appear to be much more efficient in
their marketing than advisors in BDs over a wide
range of strategies, as shown in Figure 26.
From the satisfaction perspective, one notable trend is
that fee-for-service advisors seemed to exhibit fairly
high levels of satisfaction across many different
marketing strategies, and particularly satisfaction with
Figure 26. Marketing Efficiency By Business Model
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Operational Capacity
and Team Structure
How a team is structured naturally influences the types
of marketing activities that are feasible and likely to be
successful. Advisors participating in this study were
asked whether their team is structured as a solo team
(i.e., one lead advisor and no support staff), a solo
advisor with support staff, a
silo team (i.e., advisors
sharing overhead or other
resources, but no common
approach for servicing
clients among advisors), or
an ensemble team (i.e., a
team of advisors with a
common approach for
servicing clients). Due to a
small number of
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Figure 27. Satisfaction With Strategy By Compensation Model

respondents for some spending categories, advisors
working in a “silo” team are excluded.

resource-constrained
overall.

In most categories,
solo advisors with
support report
outspending
ensemble advisors
and solo advisors (at
least on a per-advisor
basis). This could
reflect a difference in
focus, with solo
advisors with support
staff perhaps being
more interested in
growing their
business, though it
may also simply be a
reflection of advisors
in ensemble firms
being less able to
identify or report
certain expenses (as
more marketing expenses are centralized in larger
firms). For instance, a solo advisor with support staff
may have a better understanding of their full marketing
expenses related to COIs, whereas this amount is harder
for an ensemble advisor to articulate when certain
aspects of a marketing expense may be more
“overhead” in nature and spread throughout the team
and/or firm.

Not surprisingly, Figure 28 (right) shows solo advisors
reporting their highest levels of spending in areas
related to content creation (e.g., book, podcast,
webinar) that build marketing around themselves
personally, and in outsourcing business development
via third-party solicitors
Figure 28. Median Marketing Dollars Spent By Team Structure
(for those who don’t
have time to market).
However, in many
categories, solo advisors
report spending less than
ensemble advisors and
solo advisors with
support staff. To some
extent, this is not
surprising, given that
solo advisors also tend to
have younger, less
developed businesses,
and are more time- and
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Figure 29. Median Marketing Dollars Spent By Operating Level

Looking at spending by operational level (i.e., firms
operating at or near capacity versus firms that are
operating below capacity) also reveals some
differences in marketing spending patterns.
As Figure 29 (above) suggests, firms near capacity or
higher tend to spend more on many strategies
compared to advisors operating lower than near
capacity. Which is somewhat surprising, as firms not
near capacity would ostensibly have more of a hunger
to spend on marketing, and suggests instead that the
primary constraint on advisor marketing spending may
simply be the available resources to spend… where
more established firms (i.e., approaching capacity)
have more resources to allocate to marketing in the
first place. Of course, it’s also notable that advisors
not near capacity have a lower opportunity cost to
Figure 30. Median CAC By Team Structure

For further information:
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their time, which
would make their
marketing efforts
less ‘costly’ (at
least for timeintensive
strategies) in the
first place.

Per Figure 30
(below), solo and
solo-with-support
advisors report
the highest CACs
for many marketing activities. This is somewhat
surprising and could indicate operational efficiencies in
marketing that arise from the ensemble team model.
However, as noted previously, just looking at CACs
does have some limitations that can mask what
marketing strategies are truly the most cost-effective
relative to the actual results they produced.
Though in practice, ensemble firms also tended to score
fairly well in marketing efficiency, which provides a
better measure of what truly is working from a business
perspective. Figure 31 (next page) is suggestive of there
being some efficiencies to the ensemble team structure
which do come across in actual marketing results.
One notable trend within the results by team structure
was that solo advisors tended to report particularly high
satisfaction with several strategies such as podcasts,
webinars, social media, and
third-party solicitors
(Figure 32, not all shown).
While our study cannot
speak to exactly what is
driving that difference, it is
again possible that this is
partially a reflection of a
younger generation of
advisors disproportionately
represented in the “solo”
category as they work to
grow their businesses to the
point that they can sustain
larger practices, and who
have a proclivity towards
substantively different
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marketing strategies.
Notably, this is not
necessarily borne out in
our data (median age
differences between team
structure types were not
statistically significant),
but it could still be true in
a more qualitative sense
that is hard to pull out of
the data with simple
summary statistics.

Figure 31. Marketing Efficiency By Team Structure

Interestingly, despite the
strong efficiency scores
observed among ensemble
teams, advisors in
ensemble teams actually
provide lower ratings of
satisfaction in many
strategies. One possible
Figure 32. Satisfaction With Strategy By Team Structure
explanation for this is that
advisors in an ensemble
team environment have
higher standards for what
they want from a
marketing strategy,
particularly with respect to
the quantity of leads to
scale the business
(whereas most advisors
focus on the quality of
leads to determine
satisfaction with their
marketing strategy).
Alternatively, advisors in
an ensemble team
environment may also
have more team members
to compare themselves
against, possibly leading
to more negative
colleague who is great at networking, and this relative
assessments. In a solo advisor environment, the solo
comparison could systematically drive satisfaction
advisor is by default going to be the person in the firm
ratings down.
who best implements a networking strategy
(regardless of how bad at networking they are). By
contrast, even an advisor who is skilled at networking
in an ensemble team environment may have a

For further information:
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Is There Value In
Having A Marketing
Plan?

Figure 33. Median Marketing Dollars Spent By Marketing Plan Use

It shouldn’t be surprising to
financial planners that there is
value in planning, yet it is
ironic how easy it can be to
follow our own advice. When
it comes to marketing, having
an actual plan may be highly
beneficial as well.
However, of the advisors surveyed, only about 26%
had a marketing plan.
Sizeable differences were observed in total spending
levels between advisors with and without a marketing
plan (Figure 33 above)). Interestingly, median
spending on radio among advisors with a marketing
plan was $0, while median spending on radio among
advisors without a marketing plan was over $20,000.
Advisors without a marketing plan spent significantly
more on marketing in the areas of hiring a marketing
consultant, along with seminars, networking, COIs,
webinars, and direct mail. Advisors with a marketing
plan spent significantly less on marketing in the areas
of hiring a third-party solicitor and paid
advertisements (ostensibly because their marketing
plan allows them to generate their own brand
awareness and referrals), though notably also less on
radio and podcasts (suggesting these aren’t popular
strategies in current advisor marketing plans).

marketing. However, examining the efficiency of
advisors with and without a marketing plan (Figure 35
(next page)) again better helps us understand what is
driving differences between advisors with and without a
marketing plan.
Advisors with a marketing plan had better efficiency
scores in the areas of client referrals, SEO, marketing
lists, and using third-party solicitors. Advisors without a
marketing plan had better efficiency scores in the areas
of COIs, paid website listings, online advertisements,
seminars, education events, and networking. These
findings are particularly interesting, as they bring into
question whether having a marketing plan is truly
effective after all. While some efficiency advantages are
observed in favor of advisors with a marketing plan,
these efficiency advantages are not persistent across a
wide enough number of areas (or in any apparent
qualitative manner) to suggest that there is a big
advantage to having a marketing plan.

Perhaps the biggest trend that emerges when comparing
CACs for advisors without a marketing plan were
advisors with a marketing plan to those without a
found to be higher in the areas of using a marketing
consultant, podcasts,
Figure 34. Median CAC By Marketing Plan Use
client appreciation
events, seminars, and
video (Figure 34,
right)). By contrast,
CACs for advisors
without a marketing
plan were found to be
lower in the areas of
using a third-party
solicitor, COIs, direct
mail, and drip
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of advisor marketing
success that appears to
be most strongly
related to having a
marketing plan. Of
course, a big caveat
here is that what is in
a marketing plan
makes a big
difference. Just like
business plans can be
put together poorly or
in a manner that
provides little tangible
benefit, so too can a
marketing plan.
Nonetheless, it is still
surprising to find that there
aren’t some benefits to
being more intentional and
strategic about one’s
marketing efforts, to the
point of developing a
written marketing plan.

Figure 35. Marketing Efficiency By Marketing Plan Use

Figure 36. Satisfaction By Marketing Plan Use

marketing plan is that advisors who have a marketing
plan were generally more satisfied with their
marketing efforts (Figure 36, above). This could
perhaps be a reflection of the value of business
planning. Should it be terribly surprising that advisors
who spend time developing a broader strategy to their
marketing efforts end up more satisfied with the
result… or at least, have more realistic expectations of
what can be accomplished (and then feel more
satisfied in achieving those expectations)? The
primary exceptions to these results are in areas that, to
some extent, delegate planning responsibility to
someone else (e.g., use of a third-party solicitor, use
of paid website listings, online ads), where satisfaction
wasn’t necessarily higher with a marketing plan.
Again, though, this isn’t terribly surprising if it is a
reflection of advisors who aren’t planning being
relatively more satisfied with strategies that don’t
require planning.
However, it is nonetheless interesting that it is advisor
satisfaction and not some more objective measurement

For further information:
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Alternatively, the reality
may simply be that even without a written marketing
plan, most advisors actually do have a ‘plan’ in their
heads of what marketing strategies they will pursue, and
pursue those strategies accordingly.

Conclusion
Are advisors chasing after strategies that aren’t
effective? Are there misconceptions about the costs and
benefits of different advisor marketing strategies? This
study cannot fully provide answers to those questions,
but by examining how much advisor marketing actually
“costs” once both dollar and imputed time costs have
been considered, hopefully advisors will begin to have a
better understanding of the pros and cons of different
marketing strategies in today’s landscape, as well as the
strategies that might help them achieve more success in
the future.
Overall, it does appear that advisors may be
substantially underestimating their ‘spending’ on
marketing with strategies that overly rely on the
advisor’s time versus hard-dollar marketing costs.
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Across all advisors and marketing strategies, the
average Client Acquisition Cost (CAC) was $3,119,
and comprised of 17% dollar costs and 83% time
costs.
Acknowledging the high time-cost of advisors may
suggest that dollar-intensive marketing activities can
be more cost-efficient than advisors commonly
acknowledge, and also may help to explain why
advisors tend to increase their minimums over time (as
their time-costs rise, so too do their implied marketing
cost, and therefore the minimum revenue/client that
must be generated to be profitable). On the other hand,
given the high lifetime client value (LCV) of most
advisory clients, even strategies with high CACs can
be quite profitable. Whether CACs were measured by
median advisor-specific spend and imputed time costs
or by overall aggregate activity, even the highest CAC
activities were often in the realm of being profitable
for typical LCVs of advisory clients who pay
thousands of dollars per year for a potentially-multidecade period of years in an advisor relationship.

Ultimately, there’s a strong logical argument for the
value of planning an advisor’s marketing activities, but
little data has been available to help inform how
advisors can engage in such planning. The results of this
study provide some preliminary data to help advisors
plan their marketing activities and suggest that, as was
long suspected, advisors may continue to be
underinvesting in marketing activity given the high
lifetime client values of advisory clients relative to the
costs of acquiring advisory clients.

The aggregate average revenue per client by strategy
ranged from $409 (books) to $15,737 (COIs).
Examining strategies on the basis of how efficient
they are, which has the added benefit of accounting
for the fact that some activities generate higherrevenue clients than others, suggests that most
strategies can be effective so long as they are
implemented well, but many strategies had efficiency
scores of 0.0 among median advisors using those
strategies. Standout strategies (i.e., most efficient
among advisors executing them well) included client
referrals, books, direct mail, paid website listings, and
COIs. Low-risk strategies (i.e., most efficient among
advisors executing them poorly) included client
referrals, COIs, paid advertising, solicitors, paid web
listings, and seminars.

Please let us know
what you think by emailing us at
feedback@kitces.com!
Thanks in advance
for sharing your thoughts!

Advisors’ satisfaction with marketing strategies was
more strongly correlated with the quality of leads
generated by an activity than the quantity of leads. A
strategy’s efficiency was also more strongly correlated
with advisor satisfaction than CACs. Some tension
does exist between advisor satisfaction ratings and
stated changes in future behavior, which may suggest
that some advisors are following what appears to be
‘trendy’ rather than effective. In particular, social
media and also video marketing stand out as examples
of this, as both social media and video score highest
among intentions to increase future use, even though
both score poorly by almost all other metrics of
marketing efficiency and cost effectiveness.
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What did you think?
Hopefully you found this latest issue of The Kitces
Report to be of value to you. However, since it is
produced for you, the reader, we would like to hear
from you about how the style, format, and content of
the newsletter could be further improved to make it
more valuable for you.

The publisher of The Kitces Report takes great care
to thoroughly research the information provided in
this newsletter to ensure that it is accurate and
current. Nonetheless, this newsletter is not intended
to provide tax, legal, accounting, financial, or
professional advice, and readers are advised to
seek out qualified professionals that provide advice
on these issues for specific client circumstances. In
addition, the publisher cannot guarantee that the
information in this newsletter has not been outdated
or otherwise rendered incorrect by subsequent new
research, legislation, or other changes in law or
binding guidance. The publisher of The Kitces
Report shall not have any liability or responsibility
to any individual or entity with respect to losses or
damages caused or alleged to be caused, directly or
indirectly, by the information contained in this
newsletter. In addition, any advice, articles, or
commentary included in The Kitces Report do not
constitute a tax opinion and are not intended or
written to be used, nor can they be used, by any
taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that
may be imposed on the taxpayer.
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